ON THE DEFINITION OF SIGNIFICANT MULTIPLICITY FOR CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATIONS
BY

EARL J. MICKLE

Introduction
Let 7 be a continuous transformation
from the unit square Q'.O^u^l,
0 ^ v ^ 1, in the wz;-plane into Euclidean 3-space 53 and let x designate a point
in S3. li T~x(x)t£0 then each component of 7"-1(x) is called a maximal model
continuum under T. The reader is referred to Rado [6] for background material and definitions (square brackets refer to the bibliography
at the end of
this paper). For a set EdQ let N*(x, T, E) denote the number (possibly + oo)
of maximal model continua under T that intersect T~1(x)C\E. Let A(T) denote the Lebesgue area of the surface represented by T. If T is a plane transformation, i.e., T(Q) lies in a plane, and 8* is the union of the essential maximal model continua under T, then (see Cesari [l] and Rado [7])

A(T) = j N*(x, T, &*)dL2
where the integration
is taken with respect to Lebesgue planar measure L2
in the plane containing T(Q).
The reader is referred to Federer [4] for a discussion and a solution of the
problem of introducing a suitable multiplicity function and a suitable measure
in 53 such that a relationship
as given above for plane transformations
holds
for a continuous
transformation
from Q into S3. By using the concept of an
essential maximal model continuum for plane transformations
the writer [5 ]
defined an essential maximal model continuum
under a continuous
transformation
T from Q into S3. If £ is the union of these essential maximal model
continua under T then

(1)

,1(7) = f N*(x,T, &)dH2

where the integration
is taken with respect to Hausdorff 2-dimensional
measure 772 in 53. Rado [9] showed that a set 8 of essential maximal model
continua could be defined in a simpler manner than that used by the writer
in [5] such that (1) holds for this set 8. However, both the definition of Rado
and the definition of the writer depend on the coordinate system.
It is the purpose of this paper to use the concept of an essential maximal
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model continuum under a plane transformation
to define a significant maximal model continuum
under a continuous
transformation
T from Q into 53
such that the following two conditions are satisfied, (i) The definition of a
significant maximal model continuum under T is independent of the coordinate system, (ii) If S is the union of the significant maximal model continua
under T then

A(T) = f N*(x,T,S)dH*
where the integration is taken with respect to Hausdorff 2-dimensional
ure 722 in 53. We use the term significant instead of essential because
case of plane transformations
the two concepts do not agree.

1. Significant

measin the

maximal model continua

1.1. As mentioned before we shall denote Euclidean Xix2x3-space by 53
and points in S3 by x. Points on the unit sphere U:oc\+x\+x\
= 1 will be
denoted by P. S2(P) is the plane through the origin which is perpendicular
to the line joining P to the origin. Points in S2(P) will be denoted by xP.
irp'.Si=>S2(P) is the orthogonal projection from 53 onto S2(P). The open
sphere with center at x and radius r>0 will be denoted by s(x, r).
1.2. We denote by H2(E) the Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure of a set
EC$i- We denote by T the class of 722-measurable sets. T contains all open,
Borel and analytic sets. For a set E lying in a plane we denote by 7,2(7i) the
Lebesgue exterior planar measure of E. For PC U we define

Tp = [E\ECT,Utp(E)

= 0].

For a set ECT we define
HP(E) = gr.l.b. 772(T: - EP) for sets EP C TP.
Then (see Mickle [5])HP(E) is a measure for sets EGr
following conditions are satisfied, (i) HP(E)<H2(E).

and for a set £GT the
(ii) Hp(E)^L2tp(E).

(iii) There exist sets £', £"Gr such that E=E'\JE",
ET\E"=0,
HP(E)
= HP(E') =H2(E') and HP(E") =0. (iv) If L2irP(E) =0 then HP(E) =0.
1.3. For ECT,xCSz,PCU
we define
h(x, E) = lim sup 772[E f\ s(x, r) }/rcr2, hP(x, E) = lim sup 27i>[E C\ s(x, r) ]/xf2,
r-K)+

j—>0+

D(E) = [x| h(x, E) > 0],
1.4. Lemma. Let $(E)
integers n and m the set

DP(E) = [x\hP(x, E) > 0].

be a measure for sets ECT.

Gn.m(E, $) = [x\ $[Er\

For each pair of positive

s(x, r)] > vr2/n for some r, 0 < r < 1/m]

is an open set.
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Proof. If x*dGn.m(E,
<F) then there are numbers r*, r, 0<r*<r<l/m
such that $[Er^s(x*,
r*)]>irr2/w.
Hence there is a p>0 such that for
xds(x*, p) we have s(x, r)Z)s(x*, r*). Thus <I>[Ens(x, r)]^$[EH\s(x*,
r*)]
>wr2/n,

s(x*, p)dGn.m(E,

$) and G„,m(E, $) is an open set.

1.5. Lemma. For E£r,
PdU
we have the following conditions satisfied
by the sets D(E) and DP(E) defined in §1.3. (i) D(E) and DP(E) are Borel sets.
(ii) 772[E-7>(E)]=0.
(iii) HP[E-DP(E)]=0.
(iv) If H2(E) < oo then
H2[D(E)-E]=0.
Proof, (i) follows from the lemma in §1.4 since
oo

D(E) = U
n=-l

oo

co

n Gn.m(E,H2),

DP(E) = U

m—1

n—1

oo

fl Gn.m(E,HP).
m—1

(ii) and (iv) are well known but the proofs of (ii), (iii), and (iv) can be found

in Mickle [5].
1.6. Let Q be the unit square 0=^=T,
0=^=T
in the uv-plane and let
7 be a continuous transformation
from Q into S3. For a set EdQ, N(x, T, E)
will denote the number (possibly + =°) of points in T~1(x)C\E. As mentioned
in the introduction
a component of T~1(x)t^0 is called a maximal model
continuum
(m.m.c.) under T. For a set EdQ, N*(x, T, E) will denote the
number (possibly +«>) of m.m.c.'s under T that intersect 7_1(x)nE.
If E
is an analytic subset of Q then by well known theorems in measure theory
iV(x, T, E) and N*(x, T, E) are 772 and HP measurable functions.
1.7. For a continuous transformation
T from Q into S3 and for Pd U we
set &P(T) to be the union of all the essential maximal model continua (see
Rado [6, pp. 281-282]) under the continuous plane transformation
TP=rrPT
from Q into the plane S2(P). 8p(T) is a Borel set (see Rado [6, p. 296]).
1.8. For E£r, Pd U and pair of positive integers w and m we set
Gn,m(E, P) = {x\ HP[Er\s(x,

r)] > irr2/n for some r, 0 < r < l/m}.

For a continuous
transformation
wy-plane and &P= &P(T) we set

D*(T,B)=

T from Q into

00

oo

U

n

n=l

m-1

S3, a Borel set B in the

U Gn,m[T(BC\&P), P}.
PE. U

1.9. Lemma. For a continuous transformation T from Q into S3 and a Borel
set B in the uv-plane the set D*(T, B) defined in §1.8 satisfies the following con-

ditions, (i) D*(T,B) is a Borel set. (ii) For PdU, DP[T(BC^&P)]dD*(T, B).
Proof, (i) follows from the lemma in §1.4. If xdDp[T(Bf~\&P)]
is an wo such that xdGn0.m[T(Br\£P),

xdD*(T,

then there

P] for every positive integer m. Hence

B) and (ii) follows.

1.10. Let fi be the class of open sets in the uv-plane.
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transformation
T from Q into 53 an m.m.c. y under T will be called a significant maximal model continuum (s.m.m.c.) under T if for every open set

OCQ such that yCO we have that T(y)CD*(T,
by S(T) the union of the s.m.m.c.'s
of the coordinate system.

0) (see §1.8). We denote

under T. Obviously,

S(T) is independent

1.11. Let T = lm, m:Q=>M, l:M—*Si be a monotone-light

factorization

of a continuous transformation
T from Q into 53 (See Rado [6, p. 54]). Let
ai, a2, • ■ ■ , be a dense denumerable set of points in M and for each pair of
positive integers i and/lets
(a,-, 1/j) be the open sphere with center at a,- and
radius 1/j. We set

^ = [Oi.i\ Oi,j = W1 [*(«,-,1/j)}, i,j = 1,2, ••• ,}.
Note that for each OC&t, O is open relative

to Q, i.e., there is an 0*G^

such

that 0 = QnO*.
1.12. Lemma. Let T be an continuous transformation from Q into 53. An
m.m.c. y under T is an s.m.m.c. under T if and only if for each OCQt such that

yCO we have T(y)CD*(T, 0).
Proof. Let y bean s.m.m.c. under Fand

letOG^r

be such that y CO. Then

there is an 0*Gfisuch that 0 = QC\0*. For PC U, we have &pCQ and hence
Gn,m[T(0*r\&P),

P]=Gn.m[T(0*r\Qr\&P),

P]=Gn,n[T(0^&P),

P]. Hence

T(y)CD*(T, 0*)=D*(T, 0).
Let 7 be an m.m.c. under

CD*(T, 0). Let 0*&l

T such that

for OC&t,

yCO,

we have T(y)

be such that yCO*. Let 0* be the union of all the

m.m.c.'s under T that lie entirely in 0*. Then 0* is open relative to Q. For
the monotone transformation
m given in §1.11, m(0*) is an open set in M,
m~1m(Ot) =0* and m(y)Cm(0*).
Thus there are integers i and j such that

m(y)Cs(ai, l/j)Cm(Ot).

Thus yCO^COtCO*

and T(y)CD*(T, 0,-.y)

CD*(T, 0*). Thus y is an s.m.m.c. under T.
1.13. Lemma. For a continuous
a Borel set.

transformation

T from Q into 53, S(F) is

Proof. We shall show that for the sets d,,-, i, /=1,
§1.11

(1)

2, ■ • • , defined in

$(T) = n U {0,,,-n T-^D*^, Oi,,)}}.
i-i i-i

By (i) of the lemma
left side of (1) and
(i) Let y be an
is a positive integer

in §1.9 the right side of
the right side of (1) are
s.m.m.c. under T. Then
i such that yCOtj and

(1) is a Borel set. Note that the
the union of m.m.c.'s under T.
for each positive integer/ there
hence, by the lemma in §1.12,

such that T(y)CD*(T, Oi,,). Thus y is in the right side of (1). Hence the left
side of (1) is a subset of the right side of (1).
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(ii) Let y bean m.m.c. under T lying in the right side of (1). LetOdQr
be such that 7 CO. Then there exists an integer/o such that if m(y) ds(a,, 1 /jo)
then s(ait l/jo):dtn(0).
Now there is an integer i0 such that

7 C 0Wo r\ T-1 [D*(T, O,0,y0)],

7(T) d D* [(T, OioJ,) ],

and hence, since, Oi0j(ldO,

T(y) d D*(T, O,-0,,-0)
C D*(T, 0).
By the lemma in §1.12, 7 is an s.m.m.c.

under

T and the right side of (1) is

a subset of the left side of (1).
(1) follows from (i) and (ii).
1.14. Lemma. For a continuous

(1)

transformation

T from Q into S3 and PdU,

N* [x, T, S(7) ] = N* [x, T, Sp(7) ]

except on a set of HP measure zero.
Proof. The fact that (1) holds except on set of 77p measure

zero will follow

when we have shown that for Sp = Sp(7), S=S(7),
(2)

HP[T(&P-§,)]

Let 7 be an m.m.c. under Fsuch

= 0.

that yd&p —S- By the lemma in §1.12 there

is a set Od^r such that ydO, T(y)dT(Or\&P),
of the lemma in §1.9, T(y)dDPT(Or\&P).

(3)

T(&P - S) C

T(y)dD*(T,

O). By (ii)

Thus

U {7(0 n 8p) - DP[T(0 C\ &P)]}.
oGsir

By (iii) of the lemma in §1.5 and the definition
is the union of a denumerable

number

of Qt the right side of (3)

of sets of 77p measure

zero. Thus

(2)

holds.
1.15. Theorem.
that A(T)=
00 then

If T is a continuous

transformation

from Q into S3 such

A(T) = f N*[x, T,S,(T)]dH2.
Proof. .4(7) = 00 implies that there is a Pd

U such that A(TP) = =o (see

Cesari [l]). By (i) of §1.2, the lemma in §1.14 and (ii) of §1.2, for S=S(F),
£,P= £,p(T) we have

f N*(x,T, S,)dH2= f N*(x, T, S)dHP= f N*(x, T, &P)dHP
= f N*(xP, TP, &P)dL2 = A(TP) = 00.
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essentially
absolutely
transformations

2.1. Let
T: Xi = Xi(m, »),

x2 = x2(u, v),

x3 = x3(u, v),

(u, v) C Q,

be a continuous transformation
from Q into 53. At a point where the partial
derivatives
that are involved exist we set
Ji(u,

v) = x2ux3„ — x2„x3u,

J2(u,

Ji(u,

v) = Xi„x2„ — xi„x2a,

W(u, v) = [Ii + J2 + Jz\

If T is such that

W(u, v) exists almost

v) = xiuxi„ — x3rXi„,
f 2

everywhere

2

2-il/2

.

on Q, is summable

on Q

and

(1)

A(T) = f f W(u, v)dudv,

then Fis essentially absolutely continuous (see Rado [6,
shall call such a transformation
a differentiable absolutely
formation. Throughout
this section we shall assume that
entiable essentially absolutely continuous transformation.
Borel set in Q° (the interior of Q) such that W(u, v) exists

pp. 504-505]). We
continuous transT is a fixed differB0 will be a fixed
everywhere on Bo

and L2(Q—230)=0. For any Borel set 2?C230 we have that (see Federer

(2)

[3])

f f W(u,v)dudv= j N(x, T, B)dH2.

For PCU,
Jp(u, v) will designate the ordinary Jacobian
mapping Tp. Then Jp(u, v) exists everywhere on 230,

(3)

A(TP)= f f

of the plane

I JP(u, v)I dudv,

and for any Borel set BCBo

(4)

j j

I JP(u, v) I dudv = f N(xP, TP, B)dL2.

2.2. Lemma. For any Borel set BCQ and PC U,

(1)

l/l

Jp(u' ") I dudv= j ^^

rjP' 5r>1&p(T)]dLi-

Proof. Set B* = Q-B, 8P = &P(T). Since i2(Sp-230)=0
(see Rado [8]). Thus

we have that

L2[Tp(&P-Bo)]=0

(2)

A(TP) = J N(xP, TP, &P)dL2= f N(xP, TP, B0 C\ &P)dL2.
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From (2) we thus have

(3) A(TP) = JN(xP,

TP, B0nBn

&P)dL2+ f N(xP, TP, Bo C\ B* f~\ &P)dL2.

From (3) and (4) of §2.1

(4)

A(TP) = f N(xP, TP, Bo r\ B)dL2 + f N(xP, TP, B0C\ B*)dL2.

Subtracting

(3) from (4) gives

f N(xP, TP, Bo r\ B)dL2 -

) N(xP, TP, B0 Pi B (~\ &P)dL2\

(5)

+ \ f N(xP, TP, Bo C\ B*)dL2- f N(xP, TP, B0C\B*r\ GP)dL2\ = 0.
Since each of the quantities

(6)

in the square

brackets

in (5) is non-negative,

j N(xP, TP, Bo r\ B)dL2 = f N(xP, TP, BoC\BC\

&P)dL2.

Since L2TP(ZP—Bo) =0 the right side of (6) is equal to the right side of (1).
Since Lt(B-B0) =0, by (4) of §2.1, the left side of (6) is equal to the left side
of (1). (1) thus follows from (6).
2.3. Lemma. Let B* be the union of all the m.m.c.'s under T that intersect

Bo. Then

(1)

A(T) = j

N*(x,T,B*o)dH\

Proof. Since B* is an analytic set the integral on the right side of (1)
exists either finite or infinite. Let F be the union of all the nondegenerate
m.m.c.'s under T. Then (1) will follow from (1) and (2) of §2.1 if we estab-

lish the relationship

(2)

H2[T(F r\ Bo)] = 0.

F is a Borel set. Since F is the union of nondegenerate
m.m.c.'s under T,
for PdU, £p = &p(T), we have that N(xP, TP, FI^&p) is either 0 or + oo for
each point xPdS2(P).
Thus, since | Jp(u, v)\ is summable, by the lemma in

§2.2,

(3)

f N(xP, TP, F r\ ZP)dLt = 0 for PdU.

Let U* be the set of points (1,0,0), (0, 1,0), (0,0, 1) on U. By (2) of §2.1 and
the lemma in §2.2
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W(u, v)dudv

J J fHBo

= \ \

= E

W(u<v)dudv= X)

III

Jp(u>v)I dudv

f N(xP,Tp, f r\ &P)dU

pGu* «7

(2) thus follows from (3) and (4) and (1) holds.
2.4. Lemma. For PCU,

(1)

ECT

and any Borel set B in the uv-plane

HP[T(B n &P) r\ E] = Hp[T(Br\Bo)r\E].

Proof. Since L2(B-B0)=0
we have (see Rado [8])L2TrPT[(B-Bo)nEP]
= L2TP[(B-B0)r\&p]=0.
By (iv) of §1.2

HP{T[(B

- Bo)f\

&P]} = 0.

Thus
HP[T(B C\ &P) r\ E] g HP[T{[(B

(2)

- 2Jo)nsP]VJ

g HP{T[(B - Bo)r\&p]nE}

(Br\B0)}

r\E]

+ HP[T(BC\Bo)r\E]

= Hp[T(Br\Bo)r\E}.
ForB* = (B-&P)r\Bo,
lemma in §2.2,

N(xP, TP, B*r\&P)=0.

Hence, by (4) of §2.1 and the

L2TPT(B*)= L2TP(B*)g f 7V(xp,TP, B*)dL2= f f

I Jp(u, v) \ dudv

= J N(xP, Tp, B* r\ &P)dL2= 0.
By (iv) of §1.2
Hp{t[(B
Thus, by the same reasoning

(3)

- 6p)O230]}

= 0.

as in (2),

77p[t(b r\ Bo)r\ e] g Ep [t(b r\ Sp) r\E\.

(1) thus follows from (2) and (3).
2.5. Lemma. For ECF

(1)

and any Borel set B in the uv-plane,

H2[T(B r\Bo)C\E}^

2Z BP [T(B H &p)H E],
pGu'

where U* is the set of points (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) on U and SP=&P(T).

Proof. By (iii) of §1.2, for PC U, T(Bf\Bo)r\E=A'P\JA'P'
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P B0) A E] = HP(A'P) = H2(A'P) and

77p(yli>')=0. Then
(2)

T(Br\B0)r\E = AKJ

U ^p, ^=

pGv'

fl

^4p, 72tp(^)=0

pEu*

ior PdU*.

Since 772(^)g772(5o)<oo,
there is a Borel set A*dA such that 772(v4*)
= 772(^). SetB* = F-1^ *)P50. ForPG U*,N(xP, TP, B*) =0 forxPd^p(A *)
and from (2), L2irP(A*) ^L2irP(A) =0. Thus

H2(A)= H2(A*)= f N(x,T, B*)dH2^ Z
= I

f f

I 7P(«,v)\ dudv

f iV(xp,7p, B*)dL2= 0.

pGV J

Thus, from (2), (3) and the lemma in §2.4,

H[T(Br\Bo)r\E]

=

£

/72(.4p) =

pGc/*

=

X

tfp[7(SP£0)P£]

pgi;*

£ Fp[7(j5P8p)P£],
p£p*

and (1) holds.
2.6. Lemma. An m.m.c. y under T is an s.m.m.c. under T if and only if for

each set Od^r

(see §1.11) such that ydO we have T(y)dD[T(Or\B0)].

Proof. Let y be an s.m.m.c. under T. Let 0£ftr be such that ydO. Then
7(y) dD*(T, 0) and there is a positive integer wo such that for m = 1, 2, • • •
there is a Pmd U such that for 8pm=Spm(7),

(1)

#p„[7(0

Pi 8pJ P 5(7(7), r)] > irr2/no

for some r,

0 < r < l/m.

By (i) of §1.2 and the lemma in §2.4,

(2)

Z72[7(0 P Bo) P 5(7(7), r)] = 77p„7(0 P 8pJ P 5(7(7), r)].

From (2) and (1) it follows that T(y)dD[T(Or\B0)].
Let 7 be an m.m.c.

under

we have 7(7)e7»[7(OP50)].

T such that

for every

0£fir

such that 7CO,

By the lemma in §2.5,

(3) #2[7(OP50)P5(7(7),r)]=

Z

Hp[T(Or\&P)r\s(T(y),

r)]

forr>0.

pGc/*

Since 7(y)eT> [7(OP/50)] it follows from (3) that r(7)G7»p[r(OP8p)]

some PdU*dU.

for

By (ii) of the lemma in §1.9, T(y)dD*[(T, 0)]. By the

lemma in §1.12, 7 is an s.m.m.c.

under T.

2.7. Theorem.
Let T be a differentiable essentially absolutely continuous
transformation from Q into S3 and let S(T) be the union of the significant maxi-
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under T. Then

(1)

A(T) = f N*[x,T, S(T)]dH2.
Proof.

By the lemma in §2.3 and the set B* defined

(2)

there we have that

A(T) = f N*(x,T, B*)dH*.

Then (1) will follow from (2) if for S=S(F)

(3)

222[7(S - B*0)}= 0 and

we establish the equalities

272[7(23*- S)] = 0.

For Ex = [x| 7V*(x, T, B*) =»]

we have

(4)

H2(E„) = 0.

Let y be an s.m.m.c.

under

T such that

tC(S

—Bo), T(y)CEx.

is an O&It such that yCO, T(y)CT(OC\Ba).
C {D [T(OC\Boj] - T(OnB0)}. Thus

(5)

F(S - Bo) C£.U

U

Then

there

By the lemma in §2.6 T(y)

{D[T(0 H So)] - T(0 C\ B0)}.

Since 772[F(230)] < °o , by (iv) of the lemma in §1.5 and by (4) the right side
of (5) is the union of a denumerable

number of sets of 272 measure zero. Hence,

the first equality of (3) is satisfied.
Let y be an m.m.c.

under

T such

that

yC(B*

—S). By the lemma

in

§2.6 there is an OC^t such that y,CO, T(y)C{T(OnB0)-D[T(Or\B0)]}.
Thus

(6)

T(B* -S)C

U {T(OnB0)

- D[T(Or\Bo)]}.

oGaT

By (ii) of the lemma in §1.5 the right side of (6) is the union of a denumerable
number of sets of 272 measure zero. Hence the second equality of (3) is

satisfied.
3. FRECHET EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATIONS

3.1. Let T and T* he two Frechet equivalent continuous transformations
from Q into 53 (see Rado [6, p. 57]). Then (see Youngs [10]) there exist simultaneous monotone-light
factorizations of them

T = lm,m:Q=>M,l:M^>S3,

T* = Im*,m*:Q=> M, I: M -*53,

such that m and m* are Frechet equivalent. Let ai, a2, • ■ • he a dense denumerable set of points in M. For the open spheres 5(a», 1/j) with center at
a,- and radius 1/j we set
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Oij = m [s(ait 1/j)],

Oi,j = m

July

[s(ait 1/j)],

i, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■.

3.2. Lemma. Under the conditions of §3.1, y is an m.m.c. under T if and
only if m*~lm(y)
is an m.m.c. under T* and 0*j=m*~1[m(Oi,/)],
0<,y
= m-1m*(OtJ),i,j
= 1,2,

Proof. The proof of the statements
tion of a monotone-light
factorization.

3.3. Lemma.

Under

the

of the lemma follows from the defini-

conditions

of

§3.1 for

PdU,

&p(T*)

= m*-1[m&p(T)[.

Proof. See Mickle [5].
3.4. Lemma.

Under the conditions

(1)

D*(T, dj)
Proof.

To prove

of §3.1 (see §1.8)

= D*(T*, 0*j),

(1) we need only to show that

i,j =1,2,
for PdU,

■■ ■.

8p = 8/.(7),

8p = 8p(7*)

(2) G,,t[T(Oi,j P Sp), P] = G,.t[T(0*j P 8*), P],
Since 0,-,y, &p are the union of m.m.c.'s

m.m.c.'s
under
= m*(0£)Pw*(S*).

under

s, t, i,j = 1, 2, • • •.

T and Ofj, &P are the union

T*, w(0,-,yP8p) = m(0,-.y)Pm(8pj
and
Thus, by the lemmas in §3.2 and ^3.3

of

?w*(Oi*JP8?)

G,,([7(0,-,yP 8p), P] = G,,t[lm(Oi,jC\&p), P] = G.,,{l[m(OiJ) P m(&P)],P}
= G.,t{l[m*(0*,j) P m*(&*P)],P}

= G.,([/w*(0*yP

8*), P] = G,,f[r*(0*yP

8*), P]

ior s, t, i,j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and (2) holds.
3.5. Lemma. Under the.conditions of §3.1 aw m.m.c. y under Tis an s.m.m.c.
under T if and only if y* =m*_1m(y) is an s.m.m.c. under T*.

Proof. Let y be an s.m.m.c. under T. Let 0*j be such that y*=m*~1m(y)

dOfj- By the lemmas in §3.2 and §3.4,yCO.-J, T*(y*)= T(y)dD*(T, 0,-,y)
= D*(T*, Ofj). By the lemma in §1.12, y* is an s.m.m.c. under T*.
Let 7 be an m.m.c. under T. li y*=m*~1m(y)
is an s.m.m.c. under T*
then the fact that y is an s.m.m.c. under T follows by the same argument.

3.6. Theorem.
Let T and T* be two Frtchet equivalent continuous
formations from Q into S3. Then

N* [x, T, S(7) ] = N* [x, 7*, S(7*) ]
Proof.

The proof of the statement

of the theorem

the lemma in §3.5.
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3.7. Theorem. Let T be a continuous transformation from the unit square
Q: 0 ^ u ^ 1, 0 ^ v :£ 1 in the uv-plane into Euclidean three space 53. The Lebesgue
area A(T) of the surface represented by T is given by the formula

(1)

A(T) = f N*[x, T,Z(T)]dH2,

where S(T) is the union of the significant

maximal continua under T as defined

in §1.10.
Proof. Case 1. A(T) = oo. (1) then follows from the theorem in §1.15.
Case 2. A(T) < ». By Cesari [2] there is a differentiable essentially absolutely continuous transformation
T* from Q into 53 that is Frechet equiva-

lent to T. Then A(T)=A(T*)
in §3.6 and §2.7

(see Rado [6, p. 468]) and by the theorems

A(T) = A(T*)= f N*[x,T*,$(T*)]dH2= f N*[x,T, $(T)]dH2.
Thus (1) holds.
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